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With the continuous development of technology, the advancement of various data sharing technologies has gradually penetrated
into various �elds.�us, data sharing and security are vital to realizing the value of the data. Nevertheless, the original data sharing
model is not easily monitored for traces of electronic data use. In addition, the reluctance of data providers to share their data is
also a problem. In order to address the issues of traditional centralized data sharing and management in terms of security and
control, this research proposes the data sharing model based on blockchain technology, thereby enabling secure access to data.
Furthermore, this study evaluates the model in terms of functionality and security. �e results show that the blockchain-based
data sharing model designed in this paper has great feasibility, security, controllability, and e�ciency.

1. Introduction

In recent years, with the continuous development of the
Internet and big data technology, data have played an ir-
replaceable role in people’s social life and scienti�c research,
and data sharing and distribution has gradually become an
important means to promote social and scienti�c devel-
opment. Secure data sharing is an important part of pro-
moting the implementation of national big data strategies.
�e convergence of information in today’s society has led to
a huge amount of resources reaching into production and
life at the same time, bringing huge changes to the society.
Various industries are using big data to create huge social
and economic value, such as medical data [1–3], �nancial
data [4–6], energy data [7–11], and weather data [12, 13].
However, while the development of big data technology has
brought convenience to people, it has also given rise to a
number of issues in terms of data security. One of the severe
issues is the frequent occurrence of security incidents such as
security boundaries of data management and resource theft.
�e formation of resource barriers due to data security,
privacy issues, and commercial factors makes it di�cult to
tap into the value of data, and the economic bene�ts of cross-
referencing various types of data do not reach the full

potential they contain. At the same time, due to technical
limitations, most existing data sharing systems are unable to
ensure data security.�e traditional data sharing system uses
centralized servers and centralized storage, which has many
drawbacks. Firstly, with centralized management, admin-
istrators have a high level of authority, which can lead to data
leakage from within. In addition, centralized servers are
prone to hacking, causing a single point of failure, and once
the server is down, the whole system will no longer be
available. Furthermore, there is a risk that the centralized
service may be terminated due to poor operations, which
would result in the loss of all user data and no guarantee of
data security. In conclusion, under the traditional data
sharing system, users have no choice but to trust a third-
party platform, which is extremely unsafe and unsecured.

Most traditional data sharing technologies use o�ine
transmission in order to adequately ensure data security.�e
disadvantage of this is that it is not very real time and can
easily cause serious problems such as data loss. In recent
years, with the continuous development of the Internet and
technology, online data sharing has become the main
method of data transmission. Compared to o�ine trans-
mission methods, online data transmission has obvious
advantages in terms of timeliness [14]. However, with the
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explosion of data on the Internet, higher requirements will
be placed on data security storage, data security sharing, and
efficient data sharing means. )erefore, traditional data
transmission technologies can hardly meet the modern
requirements for data security and privacy. In this context,
the decentralized, auditable, and tamper-proof features of
blockchain itself make it an important technology to study
for data sharing [15]. However, the simple combination of
blockchain and data sharing cannot achieve the require-
ments for secure and efficient data sharing.

A large number of scholars have conducted some research
on blockchain-based data sharing and data distribution and
have provided some unique insights. Hu et al. proposed a
distributed privacy-preserving search scheme based on
Ethernet smart contracts that implements a search of
encrypted data on a malicious server but does not consider
fine-grained access control of the data [16]. Zhang and Lin
constructed a blockchain-based electronic health data sharing
scheme for the needs of electronic medical record sharing and
designed both private and federated chain structures, but the
use of searchable public key-based encryption and the exis-
tence of cross-chain behavior are not efficient in operation
[17]. Su et al. developed a trusted data sharing platform with
on-chain storage and off-chain transmission, i.e., the request
and response records of the shared data are up-chained and
the original data are for secure transmission [18]. )is ar-
chitecture can theoretically alleviate the problems of system
overload and privacy protection to a certain extent. Qiu and
Zhu proposed a two-chain structured infectious disease data
sharing model, combined with IPFS storage, to solve the
problem of blockchain big data storage, which can protect
data privacy and security to a certain extent [19]. Dias et al.
pointed out that personal health data can be shared in
conjunction with blockchain, providing privacy protection
and a reward system to ensure that personal data are made
public while attracting users to share relevant data [20]. Nuss
et al. proposed fine-grained access control in combination
with blockchain to protect data privacy, with blockchain
nodes performing permission checks and key management
operations and using the interstellar file system for data
content storage [21].

)ere are two important research directions for block-
chain-based sharing research, secure data storage and data
security management. In terms of secure data storage, Wang
et al. used the blockchain technology to guarantee a data
storage framework for peer-to-peer transaction transparency
and security [22]. )is framework adopts proof of storage to
verify that the host is not interfering with the data in the
blockchain, but the system does not encrypt or decrypt the
data before uploading it to the storage component, threat-
ening the confidentiality and privacy of user data. Zheng et al.
combined cloud storage and blockchain technology to share
health-related information in a secure and transparent
manner, using cloud storage to store data in an encrypted
format and pointers to the location of the dataset to ensure the
integrity of the dataset [23]. In the area of data security
management, Bera et al. designed a blockchain technology-
based approach to resource access control that combines the
Scalable Access Control Markup Language standard for

attribute-based access control with blockchain and imple-
ments the deployment of its rules in Bitcoin systems [24]. Xu
et al. proposed a decentralized access control mechanism that
combines a ciphertext policy attribute-based encryption al-
gorithm with a blockchain to verify the legitimacy of a user’s
access privileges [25]. Li et al. combined blockchain and
decentralized attribute ciphertext encryption algorithms for
user privacy protection, embedding algorithm-related in-
formation in blockchain transactions and using blockchain
nodes for related algorithm execution for user privacy pro-
tection [26]. )is approach to privacy protection is better for
attribute management, as it decentralizes the rights of a single
attribute authority while placing attribute management in the
hands of a professional attribute authority, effectively
avoiding a situation where a single authority has too much
power and triggers illegal authorization. However, this so-
lution is limited by the way in which attribute-related in-
formation is passed through transaction information and
does not allow for dynamic determination of environmental
attributes at the time of user request. Qian et al. developed a
security management model based on the blockchain tech-
nology for various IoT devices throughout their lifecycle.
Mehedi et al. used terminal devices as networking technol-
ogies, combined with blockchain platforms, to produce
backends that ensure high availability, security, and privacy
while replacing traditional backend systems.

In conclusion, based on the existing research conducted
on data sharing in blockchain, the main problems are that
the centralized storage as supplementary storage has the
disadvantages of non-scalability, weak disaster tolerance,
and high personal maintenance cost due to the limited
storage capacity of blockchain. Besides, there is a lack of
confidentiality protection for the data uploaded to the
blockchain supplementary storage. On the other hand, the
shared security access to data can be realised through access
control, but it is lack of protection of confidentiality of the
data itself. )erefore, in order to solve the security problems
of the traditional data sharing system, this study proposes a
blockchain-based data security sharing model, which dis-
cards the traditional data sharing model based on centralized
servers.

2. Data Sharing and Blockchain Technology

2.1. Blockchain Technology. )e essence of blockchain
technology is a distributed shared database, whose data
structure is a chain structure. )e block data structure is
shown in Figure 1. Actually, each block is divided into block
head and block body, and blocks are formed by hash
pointers in series with each other.

)e implementation of blockchain public ledger is based
on cryptography, distributed consistent protocol, peer-to-
peer network, smart contract, and other technologies, which
are decentralized, tamper-proof, traceable, and transparent.
It is decentralized, traceable, and open and transparent.
Combining blockchain technology with data sharing and
distribution can effectively solve the drawbacks of central-
ized data sharing such as single point of failure that com-
monly exists, and it has a broad application prospect.
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Nowadays, there are three main types of blockchains:
public chains, private chains, and coalition chains. Public
chains belong to a blockchain composed of public partici-
pation, which are decentralized and do not contain a single
entity to control the network. However, in some blockchain
application scenarios, it is not expected that all users of the
system will have equal access to all data, and the blockchain
structure where authenticated nodes are allowed to partic-
ipate and access data is private chain. Many companies
establish private chains that are partially decentralized, only
a small number of nodes are selected to achieve consensus,
and most of the power on the private chain is assigned to
individuals. )us, the permission chain is a type of block-
chain where management is centralized within the block-
chain. Coalition chains are proposed to eliminate the
drawbacks of private chain and are considered a kind of
blockchain in the middle of public and private chains.
Coalition chains allow specific organizations and nodes to
participate in consensus and are partially decentralized
compared to the centralized network of private chains,
where a part of the organization that chooses to join de-
termines the consensus.

)e three different types of blockchain message pairs
are shown in Table 1. In terms of reaching consensus, all
nodes of a public chain participate in consensus, and the
consensus of an organization’s private chain is deter-
mined internally by its organization, while a coalition
chain is responsible for consensus through a specific set of
nodes. In terms of block information reading permission,
public chains can openly view transaction information,
while private chains and coalition chains can choose to
restrict or open permission according to their actual
application needs. In terms of efficiency, due to the large
number of nodes in the public chain and the many nodes
involved in consensus, it takes longer time to publish
transactions and blocks, while private chains and coalition
chains have limited data of participants into blocks with
higher efficiency.

2.2. Interplanetary File System. Interplanetary File System
(IPFS) is an open-source distributed file system. Unlike
traditional centralized file systems that can only rely on
servers to download files, IPFS runs on a P2P network,

avoiding the single point of failure and vulnerability to
attacks that traditional centralized networks are prone to. At
the same time, as files are transferred from user to user, there
is no speed limit of the central server, which greatly im-
proves the efficiency of file transfer. In addition, since the
traditional location-based addressing method can easily
cause loss of resources, IPFS defines a distribution protocol
based on content addressing. Each file has a unique hash
value corresponding to it, which is not only tamper-proof
but also prevents uploading large amounts of duplicate data
and improves network efficiency. In conclusion, IPFS has
several main advantages. Firstly, IPFS has the advantage of
being decentralized and fast. Specifically, all data on IPFS are
stored on the user’s own computer and other users can
retrieve data from the nearest IPFS user node. In addition,
IPFS can be integrated better with blockchain. It can make
up for the shortcomings of the blockchain’s distributed
ledger storage capacity by enabling a junction portal between
high-capacity data and the blockchain by writing to the
blockchain with an IPFS link to the data.

2.3. Searchable Encryption Technology. Searchable encryp-
tion technology allows the search process of encrypted data
without revealing any information to the untrusted server.
Specifically, (1) the untrusted server cannot obtain any in-
formation about the plaintext through the ciphertext only;
(2) the untrusted server can search only under the au-
thentication of the legitimate user; (3) the user does not have
to indicate the specific meaning of the keyword when ini-
tiating a search request to the server; (4) the untrusted server
cannot obtain any information about the query results in
plaintext. Searchable encryption enables the server to return
ciphertext files based on legitimate users’ query requests
while not being able to obtain users’ personal private data,
which ensures the security and privacy of users’ data without
unduly reducing the query efficiency.

3. Data Sharing Model Based on Blockchain

3.1. Blockchain-Based Secure Data Storage. )e subjects of
the data sharing process include data owners and data re-
questers, and the direction of data transfer is from data
owners to data requesters. In order to realize the secure
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Figure 1: Block data structure.
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storage of data and the association between on-chain data
and off-chain data, this study adopts blockchain, smart
contracts, IPFS, and other technologies. )e two important
processes of data secure sharing process are data owner
uploading resources and data requester requesting re-
sources. )e details of data sharing from data owner to data
requestor are described as follows.

3.1.1. Data Upload Phase. )e data owner first selects the
data it wants to share, generates the symmetric key K to
encrypt the data, and then obtains the encrypted informa-
tion EI. )e data owner constructs the licensed policy tree T

and encrypts the symmetric key using the attribute per-
mission public key and system parameters. Equations (1)
and (2) can represent this process.

EncryptData(I, K)⟶ EI, (1)

Auth Encrypt(T, K)⟶ EI. (2)

3.1.2. Data Request Phase. )e data requester first performs
data retrieval, invoking the data list acquisition and data
retrieval methods in the data management contract to de-
termine the target data. )en, the encrypted information EI

can be obtained. After that, the data requester can request
the user key UK from the institution X to obtain the
symmetric key K.)is process can be expressed by equations
(3) and (4).

Decrypt(UK, CI)⟶ K, (3)

DecryptData(CI, K)⟶ I. (4)

3.2. Blockchain-Based Access Control. In order to realize the
secure transfer of symmetric keys and data information in the
blockchain-based distributed data security access model, this
study proposes a blockchain-based fine-grained dynamic
access control model for this model based on the results of
requirement analysis. )e specific process is as follows.

3.2.1. Initialization Phase. As shown in equation (5), in the
early stages of system building, the N th order bilinear group
D needs to be constructed.

N � m1 × m2 × m3, (5)

where m1, m2, m3 are prime numbers.
)en, the generated unit d of D’s subgroup Ds can be

derived. At the initialization phase, the authorization au-
thority X calls the authorization initialization method to

select two random indices αi and βi for each attribute i in the
attribute set G. With public parameter P and attribute space
G as input, the permission key SK and the permission public
key PK are obtained. )is process can be expressed as

(SK, PK) � Authority Key Gen(G). (6)

3.2.2. Controlled Request Phase. Dynamic attributes at refer
to information that changes with time or the location of the
data requester such as the current access timestamp, the
current Internet Protocol address of the controlled re-
quester, and other dynamic information. AT can be
expressed as

AT � at1, at1, . . . , atn . (7)

3.2.3. Data Decryption Phase. )e controlled requester can
obtain the key and related information if it has been de-
termined by the data request authority. )e decryption al-
gorithm is first performed locally to obtain the user system
key K. )e controlled requester performs the decryption
algorithm to decrypt the encrypted information EI with the
user key K.

3.3. Blockchain-Based Data Sharing Technology. )e
blockchain-based distributed data security sharing solution
can be divided into two modules according to its function,
the access control module and the data management
module. )e solution is divided into three key imple-
mentation layers, from top down, the user access layer, the
blockchain engine layer, and the data storage layer, as
shown in Figure 2.

)e user access layer is the user-oriented operational
layer that provides the logical implementation of the main
functions of the model. )is layer is the logical imple-
mentation module corresponding to the functional mod-
ules of the data sharing model, the same access control
module, and the data management module. )ese three
logical implementation modules will accept the informa-
tion provided by the blockchain engine layer and data
storage layer to interact with the user to achieve logical
access control and data management-related functions.)e
blockchain engine layer is the backend implementation
support layer for the user access layer. )e blockchain plays
a vital role in the data sharing model as an important
storage and operational auditing engine for system in-
formation. )e data storage layer is the user data storage
layer, providing secure storage for shared data. To ensure
the security of data storage, the storage method is con-
firmed as IPFS storage.

Table 1: Comparison of different blockchains.

Type Consensus Reading permission Efficiency
Public chain All nodes reach consensus Open access for all Less efficient
Private chain Some nodes within an organization reach consensus Open permissions within an organization Highly efficient
Coalition chain Selected partial nodes reach consensus Restricted permissions Highly efficient
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3.3.1. Access Control Module. )e framework of the access
control module is shown in Figure 3.

)e functions required by the access control module
are divided into three subfunctions, identity manage-
ment, attribute management, and encryption and de-
cryption. )e target information decryption and
ciphertext decryption of the encryption and decryption
module do not involve blockchain-related storage and
auditing, so the specific implementation is done at the
user access layer. )e identity management, attribute
management and information storage functions, and
attribute query functions of the encryption and decryp-
tion module are concluded in the operational auditing or
blockchain storage, so the logical interface is imple-
mented in the user access layer and the blockchain layer
performs the functional implementation.

3.3.2. Data Management Module. )e functions required
for the data management module are abstracted into the
following three modules: data information management
module, data storage module, and encryption and decryp-
tion module (Figure 4). )e data content itself is stored in
the data access layer by IPFS, while the data meta-infor-
mation is stored in the blockchain by the blockchain engine
layer for maintenance and query of data information.

3.4. Data Sharing Blockchain Engine. )e data sharing
blockchain engine can implement customized functionality
by writing smart contracts. )e blockchain engine designed
in this study follows a variety of software design principles,
using layered, modular design principles to ensure that the
system logic is clear and easy to present while developing the
interface and returns values for this solution for data sharing
operations. In addition, the blockchain itself meets the re-
quirements of the rules for security and auditability. )e data
sharing blockchain engine can be divided into three layers
according to its function: the interface layer, the core layer,
and the storage layer. Each of the large functional layers of the

engine contains its own internal smaller functional modules.
)e blockchain engine architecture is shown in Figure 5.

3.5. Hardware and Software Environment for Model
Development. )e hardware environment for the data
sharing model based on blockchain technology is shown in
Table 2.

On the other hand, the software environment for the
data sharing model based on blockchain technology is
shown in Table 3.

4. Evaluation of Data Sharing Model
Based on Blockchain

In order to verify the feasibility of the data sharing model
based on blockchain, this research will analyze and evaluate
in terms of functionality and security.

4.1. Functionality Evaluation. In the data sharing model
designed for this study, identity management of data users is
implemented, using CP-ABE for fine-grained access control,
with the data owner assigning administrative unique
numbers and attribute information to registered users. By
distinguishing between dynamic and static attributes and
configuring different access control policies for each of the
two different states of attributes, dynamic access rights
determination is achieved in stages while supporting dy-
namic update of access policies. At the same time, smart
contracts are used as the entrance and route to change the
state of the blockchain, and the programmable effect fa-
cilitates the provision of interfaces for users to retrieve data
on the chain by keywords to obtain lists or queries.

4.2. Security Evaluation. Compared to traditional data
sharing schemes, the model proposed in this study makes
extensive use of the concept of decentralization, thus effec-
tively avoiding the problem of single point of failure. Firstly,
the overall design of this data sharing model is based on

Access control Data managementUser access layer

Blockchain engine layer

Data storage layer

Figure 2: Framework of blockchain-based data sharing model.
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blockchain technology and IPFS storage devices. )e
decentralized and distributed nature of blockchain and IPFS
itself ensures that even if some nodes fail, the scheme will not
affect the overall availability of the scheme. Secondly, this
model supports multiple attribute agencies for attribute
management. )e decentralization of attribute management
power effectively controls the potential for illegal operations
caused by centralized power and prevents the failure of a

single attribute authority from blocking the solution’s
functionality. In addition, in contrast to the scenario where
the data owner performs the attribute management, this
research separates the attribute management from the data
owner.)e data owner only assumes the role of data manager
and does not perform other user-managed operations, ef-
fectively avoiding the problem of data unavailability due to
the data owner’s failure to respond in a timely manner.

Data
management

Encryption and
decryption

Data information
management

Data storage

Data information
search

Data information
registration

Data information
modification

Data upload

Encryption of data
content

Secret data
decryption

Blockchain engine
layer implementation

User access layer
implementation

Data download

Data storage layer
implementation

Figure 4: Framework of data management module.

Access control

Encryption and
decryption

Attribute
management

Identity
management

Attribute information
search

Attribute information
registration

Attribute information
modification

User registration

Encryption of target
information

Target secret message
decryption

Blockchain engine
layer implementation

User access layer
implementation

Figure 3: Framework of access control module.
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5. Conclusion

Traditional data sharing has mostly been done offline to ensure
data security, but it is prone to problems such as poor real-time
performance and data loss. With the continuous development
of Internet technology, online data sharing has become the
main method of data transmission, which has obvious ad-
vantages over offline transmission methods in terms of
timeliness. However, the explosion of Internet data in recent
years has likewise put forward higher requirements for data
regulation and privacy protection. Blockchain is a technology
that combines cryptography, networking, distributed storage,
and other technologies, and its own features such as decen-
tralization and immutability of information on the chain can
natively solve some of the problems of data sharing. In this
context, this study investigates and applies blockchain-based
distributed data security sharing technology.

)is paper first proposes a blockchain-based data
sharing model based on the current status of research on
blockchain-based data security sharing at home and abroad.
)is model is based on the distributed fine-grained access
control model of blockchain and the distributed data se-
curity access model based on blockchain, and there is a
symmetric encryption of data content which can avoid data
content leakage and act as the connection of the overall
architecture. )e underlying IPFS system is used as dis-
tributed storage, which can solve problems such as cen-
tralized storage single point of failure.

In the future, this research can be extended in the fol-
lowing ways. Firstly, the data sharing model proposed in this
study can be optimized, attempting to introduce mecha-
nisms such as theft tracking from the optimization algorithm
itself and combining it with the data sharing scheme to make
it more functional. In addition, the design and imple-
mentation of the storage layer can be optimized to improve
the performance of the transmission by attempting to de-
lineate the LAN and WAN modules according to different
application scenarios.

Data Availability

)e labeled datasets used to support the findings of this
study are available from the corresponding author upon
request.
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Table 3: Software environment for the data sharing model.

Name Data
Development tool IntelliJ IDEA 2020.3
Virtual machine Oracle VM virtualbox 6.1.3
Database MySQL

Table 2: Hardware environment for the data sharing model.

Name Data
Processor Intel® Core™ i5-8300H CPU @ 2.30GHz
Memory 8GB
Operating system Windows 10, Tomcat 9

User identity 
management

User attribute 
management

Data browsingData information
uploading

Interface layer

Account 
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Cryptographic 
algorithms

Signature 
verification
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P2P 
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Network 
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DatabaseStorage layer DatabaseTransaction 
Cache Data CacheCache

Figure 5: Data sharing blockchain engine.
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